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ABSTRACT

PROHIBITIVE AND WARNING SIGNS ARE TWO MAJOR TRAFFIC SIGNS USED TO INTRODUCE TRAFFIC INFORMATION TO DRIVERS. BECAUSE PROHIBITIVE TRAFFIC SIGNS PROVIDE PROHIBITIVE INFORMATION BY NEGATIVELY PRESENTED CONCEPT AND WARNING TRAFFIC SIGNS PROVIDE WARNING INFORMATION BY SYMBOL IN THE TRIANGULAR FRAME, THE EFFECT OF PROHIBITIVE AND WARNING TRAFFIC SIGNS DESIGN ON USERS’ SUBJECTIVE PREFERENCE AND VISUAL PERFORMANCE DESERVES TO BE DISCUSSED FURTHER.

This study includes two experiments. A preference-rating test was held in stage I of experiment I to investigate the prohibitive traffic signs effects of sign-type (twelve types) and slash-type (a slash over the symbol, a slash under the symbol, a partial slash, and a translucent slash) on the subjects’ subjective preference. Analysis of results showed that subjects showed the worst preference on signs with translucent slash and partial slash. Additionally for sign 1, sign 2, sign 7, sign 8 and sign 9, subjects performed no significant different preference on signs with over slash and under slash. However for sign 3, sign 4, sign 11 and sign 12, subjects showed significantly better preference on signs with under slash than signs with over slash, and subjects showed no significantly different preference on signs with over slash, translucent slash, and partial slash for sign 5 and sign 10. A driving simulating experiment was developed in stage II of experiment I to evaluate the prohibitive traffic signs effects of sign-type, slash-type, age (a young group, a middle-aged group, and an elderly group), illuminance conditions (daylight and dusk) and driving velocity (40 and 60 KM/HR) on the subjects’ visual performance. Analysis of results showed that sign type, slash type, illuminance conditions, and driving velocity were all significant factors for the subjects’ visual performance. Subjects performed better visual performance when the pictorials of traffic signs were simple, clear and when its slash did not cover the major pictorial features of signs. Subjects performed the best visual performance for signs with partial slash; then under slash and translucent slash, and performed the worst visual performance for signs with over slash. Generally, young and middle-aged groups performed significantly better visual performance than the elderly group. The visual performance of young and middle-aged groups was significantly better than the elderly group for sign 4, sign 5, sign 6, sign 9, sign 10, sign 11 and sign 12. However for sign 1, sign 2, sign 3, sign 7 and sign 8, young group performed the best visual performance; then middle aged group, and the elderly group performed the worst visual performance. Regarding the illuminance condition of driving, subjects performed better visual performance in daylight. The preference-rating test was also held in stage I of experiment II to investigate the warning traffic signs effects of sign-type (twelve types) and the symbol size (10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% of the sign area) on the subjects’ subjective preference. Analysis of results showed that the symbol size was a significant factor for the subjects’ preference. The 20% symbol size was the most significantly preferred signs; then 25% and 15%, and the 10% symbol size was the worst preferred signs design. The driving simulating experiment was also held in stage II of experiment II to evaluate the warning traffic signs effects of sign-type, the symbol size, age (a young group, a middle-aged group, and an elderly group), illuminance conditions (daylight and dusk) and driving velocity (40 and 60 KM/HR) on the subjects’ visual performance. Analysis of results showed that sign type, the symbol size, illuminance conditions, and driving velocity were all significant factors for the subjects’ visual performance.
SIGNS WERE SIMPLE, CLEAR AND WITH APPROPRIATE INTERVAL BETWEEN THE SYMBOL AND THE TRIANGULAR FRAME. GENERALLY, YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED GROUPS PERFORMED BETTER VISUAL PERFORMANCE THAN THE ELDERLY GROUP. ADDITIONALLY, YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGE GROUPS PERFORMED THE BEST VISUAL PERFORMANCE ON SIGNS WITH 20% AND 25% SYMBOL SIZES; THEN 15% SYMBOL SIZE, AND PERFORMED THE MOST VISUAL PERFORMANCE ON SIGNS WITH 10% SYMBOL SIZE. HOWEVER, ELDERLY GROUP SHOWED THE BEST VISUAL PERFORMANCE ON SIGNS WITH 20% SYMBOL SIZE; THEN 25% AND 15% SYMBOL SIZES; AND PERFORMED THE WORST VISUAL PERFORMANCE ON SIGNS WITH 10% SYMBOL SIZE. REGARDING THE ILLUMINANCE CONDITION OF DRIVING, SUBJECTS PERFORMED BETTER VISUAL PERFORMANCE IN DAYLIGHT.
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